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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that, when administered a self-adapted test, a few

examinees will choose item difficulty levels that are not well matched to their

proficiencies, resulting in high standard errors of proficiency estimation. This study

investigated whether the previously observed effects of a self-adapted testlower

anxiety and higher test performance relative to a computerized adaptive test

(CAT)can be sustained while eliminating the high standard errors. A restricted

self-adapted test (RS-AT) in which examinees were allowed to choose among a set of

difficulty levels only in the region of their proficiency estimates was utilized in this

study. The results showed that, while the RS-AT effectively controlled the standard

errors of proficiency estimation, examinees receiving an RS-AT did not show higher

mean proficiency or lower posttest state anxiety than examinees receiving a CAT.
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Comparing Restricted and Unrestricted Self-Adapted Testing as Alternatives to

Computerized Adaptive Testing

The development of Item Response Theory (IRT)along with the

proliferation of microcomputershas led to the implementation of computerized

adaptive testing in many settings. A computerized adaptive test (CAT) uses an

algorithm to match item difficulty to examinee proficiency. Essentially, if an item is

answered incorrectly then an easier item is administered; if an item is answered

correctly then a more difficult item is administered. Recently, some variants of

CATs have been developed, including the self-adapted test (S-AT1; Rocklin and

O'Donnell, 1987). A S-AT allows an examinee to choose the difficulty level of each

item from among a number of (typically six to eight) difficulty levels. After the

desired number of items has been administered, an examinee is assigned a

proficiency estimate that has been calculated using IRT-based scoring procedures.

There is evidence that a S-AT may be an attractive type of computer-based

test. Research has shown that those examinees who were administered a self-

adapted test (S-AT) obtained higher proficiency estimates than those administered a

CAT (Wise et al., 1992; Vispoel & Coffman, 1994; Roos, Wise & Plake, 1997). Several

studies have also shown that proficiency estimates obtained with self-adapted

testing are less related to anxiety than those obtained with computerized adaptive

testing (Roos et al., 1997; Vispoel & Coffman, 1994; Vispoel, Rocklin, & Wang, 1994;

Vispoel, Wang, de la Torre, Bleiler, & Dings, 1992). Other studies have shown mean

examinee state anxiety to be lower after completing a S-AT than a CAT (Wise et al.,

1992; Roos et al., 1997). It appears that a S-AT has a positive influence on the anxiety
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and motivation levels of examinees that is likely attributable to examinees having

increased perceived control (Wise, 1994). Many psychological studies have shown

that, in a stressful situation, people who desire control and perceive that they have

some control over the source of stress exhibit lower anxiety, increased motivation

and improved performance on cognitive tasks (Perlmuter & MontY, 1977).

Although the CAT algorithm is designed to match item difficulty to

examinee proficiencyand thereby minimize measurement errorexaminees

taking a S-AT are free to choose items from any available difficulty level. Although

examinees have shown a tendency to choose difficulty levels that are reasonably

well matched to their proficiency estimates (Wise, Plake, Johnson, Roos, 1992;

Johnson, Roos, Wise & Plake, 1991), a few examinees choose items that are poorly

matched. This results in the standard error associated with the S-AT proficiency

estimate being higher than it would have been with a CAT. The possibility of

proficiency estimates with large standard errors is a major liability of self-adapted

testing.

In an effort to combine the benefits of self-adapted testing while preventing

examinees from choosing items not well matched to their proficiency estimates,

Wise, Kingsbury and Houser (1993) developed a restricted self-adapted test (RS-AT).

Restricted self-adapted testing allows the examinee to choose from the subset of item

difficulty levels that are most closely matched to his/her level of proficiency. For

example, assume that the items have been divided into nine levels. Each time an

examinee chooses an item, he/she is allowed to choose from among the five levels

closest to the current proficiency estimate. Hence, an examinee with a very low
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estimate might be allowed to choose from levels 1-5, while an examinee with a

moderate estimate might choose among levels 3-7, and a highly proficient examinee

might choose among levels 5-9. This should provide examinees some control over

item difficulty selection while preventing the choice of items that are poorly

matched to their proficiency levels.

This study investigated the precision and effects of an RS-AT. There were

three research questions: (a) Does an RS-AT effectively control the magnitude of

error in proficiency estimates, relative to a S-AT? (b) How does the mean proficiency

estimate from the RS-AT compare to that from a S-AT and a CAT? (c) How does the

mean posttest anxiety from the RS-AT compare to that from a S-AT and a CAT? In

essence, this is an investigation of whether a RS-AT can effectively control error like

a CAT, while preserving the positive effects of a S-AT.

Method

Participants

The participants in this study were enrolled in several sections of an

introductory statistics course at a large midwestern university. Data were collected

from 273 examinees during the spring and summer academic sessions of 1997. The

participants included approximately one-third graduate and about two-thirds

undergraduate students; approximately one third were males and two-thirds were

females.

Instruments

The primary instrument utilized in this study was a computerized algebra test

designed to assess whether students possess the algebra skills necessary to be
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successful in an introductory statistics course. Each 25-item test was drawn from a

pool of 144 four-option multiple choice items testing basic algebra skills. The pool

was calibrated using a modified one-parameter IRT model that used a 0.20 common

lower asymptote. Proficiency was estimated using maximum likelihood.

Three versions of the test were administered: CAT, S-AT and RS-AT. The

CAT used a maximum information algorithm to determine which item should be

administered to the examinee based on whether the examinee answered the

previous items correctly or incorrectly. The instructions presented at the beginning

of the test to those who were administered a CAT were:

This 25-item test is intended to measure your level of proficiency in the
types of mathematics skills that are needed for a course in introductory
statistics. This test is different from most tests that you have taken.
The items that you receive are chosen by the computer based on your
performance. That is, every time you pass an item, you'll be given a
more difficult item; every time you fail an item, you'll be given an
easier item. Using this method, the computer will try to identify items
that are reasonably matched to your algebra proficiency level. When
calculating your score on this test, the computer will take into account
the difficulty levels of the items you have received, and credit your
answers accordingly.

The S-AT allowed examinees to choose the difficulty level of each item to be

administered from among five levels of difficulty. The items within each difficulty

level were randomly arranged and each examinee received the items from a

difficulty level in the same order. The range of difficulty (b-parameters) for each of

the difficulty levels were: level 1 (-5.359 to -1.390), level 2 (-1.389 to -0.666), level 3

(-0.649 to 0.0031), level 4 (0.0169 to 0.5343) and level 5 (0.5699 to 4.0077). The

instructions presented to examinees who were administered the S-AT were:

This 25-item test is intended to measure your level of proficiency in the
types of mathematics skills that are needed for a course in introductory
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statistics. This test is different from most tests that you have taken.
Before each test item is presented, you will choose how difficult you
want the item to be. You will choose among five different levels of
difficulty, ranging from level 1 (easier items) to level 5 (harder items).

The higher the difficulty level of an item that you choose, the more
credit you will receive if you pass the item. When calculating your
score on this test, we will take into account the difficulty levels of the
items you have chosen, and credit your answers accordingly.

We recommend that you choose the hardest items that you think that
you can answer correctly. You are, however, free to choose whatever
item difficulty levels that you prefer. The items are weighted in such a
way that it should not matter which items you have chosenyour
final score should be about the same.

The RS-AT provided examinees with limited choice over the difficulty level

of each item administered. The items were divided into nine difficulty levels and

when making an item difficulty level selection, an examinee would have access to

the five contiguous difficulty levels closest to his/her proficiency estimate. Because

of the total number of items in the pool, each of the nine levels contained fewer

than 25 items. The number of items contained in each level and the difficulty

ranges were: level 1 (18; -5.359 to -1.726), level 2 (16; -1.6983 to -1.275), level 3 (15;

1.272 to -0.9022), level 4 (14; -0.831 to -0.536), level 5 (15; -0.5168 to -0.163), level 6 (14;

0.129 to 0.0732), level 7 (14; 0.0955 to 0.4572), level 8 (16; 0.472 to 0.8449) and level 9

(18; 1.0695 to 4.0077). If an examinee exhausted the items in a difficulty level, he or

she was instructed to choose from another difficulty level. The instructions

presented to RS-AT examinees differed from those presented to S-AT examinees

only in the first paragraph:

This 25-item test is intended to measure your level of proficiency in the
types of mathematics skills that are needed for a course in introductory
statistics. This test is different from most tests that you have taken.
Before each test item is presented, you will have some control over its
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difficulty. Although the computer will try to identify items that are
reasonably matched to your algebra proficiency level, you will be asked
to choose the relative difficulty of each item. You will choose among
five different levels of difficulty, ranging from level 1 (easier items) to
level 5 (harder items).

In addition to the algebra test, three other instruments were administered to

examinees, each using a paper and pencil format. The Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI;

Spielberger, 1980) measured examinee test anxiety. The Desire for Control on

Examinations scale (DCE; Wise, Roos, Leland, Oats, & McCrann, 1996) measured the

desire for control expressed by examinees in a testing context. The State Anxiety

Scale (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970) was administered immediately before

and after the algebra test to measure situation-specific anxiety of the examinees.

Procedure

During the first class session, participants supplied demographic information,

completed the TAI and the DCE, and signed up for an algebra test administration

time. The participants were informed that those who did not score above a pre-

determined cutoff on the algebra test would be required to attend an one hour

algebra review session held early in the term.

The algebra test was administered in a room containing 12 Dell Pentium

microcomputers running MicroCATTm (Assessment Systems, 19) software'.

Examinees were randomly assigned to one of the three test conditions (CAT, S-AT

or RS-AT), asked to read and sign a consent form, and complete the State Anxiety

Scale. Next, the testing software presented the appropriate instructions describing

the assigned testing procedure, and then administered the algebra test. Scratch paper

and pencils were provided and calculators were not allowed. No time limit was
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imposed during testing. Upon completion of the algebra test, the examinees were

again asked to complete the State Anxiety Scale. Then, the examinees were asked to

respond to several questions that were presented electronically. For the first

question, which asked, "How clear were the instructions given at the beginning of

the test?", examinees responded using a five-point scale ranging from not at all clear

to very clear. The second question asked "How much control did you feel you had

over your test performance?", using a five-point scale ranging from no control to a

great deal of control. Examinees in the S-AT and RS-AT conditions responded to a

third question which asked, "To what degree do you feel that you were able to

control the difficulty of your test?", using a 5-point scale of responses ranging from

no control to a great deal of control. Finally, the examinees were informed whether

they were required to attend a review session.

Data Analysis

The first research question concerning relative measurement error among

the test types was evaluated by inspection of the minimum, median and maximum

standard errors of proficiency estimate for each condition. Because the standard

error distributions were likely to be skewed, Mann-Whitney U tests were used to

evaluate the significance of the differences in the standard errors between each pair

of test types. The second research question concerning relative mean proficiency

among the test types was evaluated using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with

test type as the independent variable, estimated proficiency as the dependent

variable and number of years since last algebra course as the covariate. The third

research question concerned differences among the test types in mean posttest
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anxiety. An ANCOVA was performed using test type as the independent variable,

posttest state anxiety as the dependent variable and pretest state anxiety as the

covariate.

Results

Table 1 presents the minimum, median and maximum standard error of

proficiency estimate for each of the testing conditions. As expected, the minimum

and median standard errors for the RS-AT were very similar to that observed for the

CAT. The maximum standard error, however, was much higher for the S-AT than

for the other two test types. Mann-Whitney LI tests showed that the S-AT differed

significantly from both the CAT (z = -4.76, p < .001) and the RS-AT (z= -3.12, p = .002)

but the CAT and the RS-AT did not differ significantly from each other (z = -1.60, p =

.110). Large standard errors occurred with the S-AT because several examinees chose

items poorly matched to their proficiency levels.

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics for Standard Error of Proficiency Estimation, By Experimental

Condition

Standard Error

Experimental Condition

S-AT RS-AT CAT

Minimum

Median

Maximum

0.08

0.12

24.83

0.08

0.11

0.32

0.09

0.10

0.65

i i
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Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations, by test type, for a number

of outcome variables including estimated proficiency and posttest state anxiety. The

adjusted means from the ANCOVAs for both estimated proficiency and posttest

state anxiety are shown in Table 3. Regarding estimated proficiency, no significant

differences were found among the test types. The analysis of posttest state anxiety

revealed significant differences among the test types. Tukey follow-ups (using a 0.05

familywise significance level) showed that the S-AT yielded posttest anxiety levels

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Study Outcome Variables, by Experimental

Condition

Experimental Condition

S-AT (n = 93) RS-AT (n = 86) CAT (n = 94)

Variable Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Estimated Proficiency 0.04 1.34 -0.14 1.15 -0.06 1.31

Posttest State Anxiety 38.76 12.50 40.80 11.39 41.12 11.60

Number of Items Passed 17.45 3.99 16.33 2.78 16.74 3.00

Average Item Difficulty -0.36 0.89 -0.35 1.05 -0.35 1.05

Average Item Targeting -0.41 0.95 -0.21 0.46 -0.29 0.56

Clarity of Instructions 4.42 0.83 4.66 0.79 4.59 0.74

Control Over Performance 3.74 1.11 3.59 1.09 3.76 1.08

Control Over Difficulty 4.20 0.97 3.98 1.20
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Table 3 .

Adjusted Means for Estimated Proficiency and Posttest State Anxiety

Variable

Experimental Condition

S-AT RS-AT CAT

Estimated Proficiency

Posttest State Anxiety

0.08

37.97

-0.18

41.64

-0.05

40.95

that were significantly lower than either the CAT or the RS-AT, which did not

significantly differ from each other.

For both estimated proficiency and posttest state anxiety, the magnitude of the

effects found in the differences between CAT and S-AT are similar to that observed

in previous studies using a similar item pool and examinees possessing similar

demographics. The RS-AT and CAT are similar not only in observed standard error

of proficiency but also in proficiency estimates.

To gain insight regarding why poorly matched item difficulty levels were

chosen, the characteristics of examinees who exhibited high standard errors were

studied. There were three examinees whose standard errors exceeded 0.7; each of

these examinees was (a) administered a S-AT, (b) completed the test in slightly less

than the average time for those administered a S-AT, and (c) reported recently

completing an algebra course. Beyond these variables, however, the cases were

markedly different.
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The first examinee (Examinee A), was a male who consistently chose the

third difficulty level and answered all of the items correctly. He exhibited low

pretest anxiety and moderate desire for control, and indicated that he felt that he was

able to control both his test performance and the difficulty of his test. This

information suggests that Examinee A was never engaged in the process of taking

the S-AT. He may not have been motivated to excel on the test, possibly because he

was confident of exceeding the standard for acceptable performance.

The second examinee (Examinee B), was a female who began her test by

choosing and passing four items from the third difficulty level. She then attempted

and failed an item from the fourth difficulty level. At this point, her selection

behavior changed dramatically. For 18 of the remaining 20 items, Examinee B chose

the first difficulty level, answering only nine of them correctly. She exhibited high

pretest anxiety, moderate desire for control and indicated that she felt that she was

able to control both her test performance and the difficulty of her test. It appears

that, after some early success on the test, Examinee B disengaged from the task when

she encountered failure. That is, her performance on the moderately difficult items

from the early part of her test suggests that she was fairly proficient, whereas her

poor performance on the remainder of the test was consistent with an examinee of

low proficiency. It was this inconsistency in her testing session that produced her

high standard error.

The third examinee (Examinee C), was a female who reported high pretest

anxiety and high desire for control. On the first three items of her test, Examinee C

failed items from the third, second, and first difficulty levels, respectively. The last
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22 items of her test were primarily chosen from the fourth and fifth difficulty levels,

and she answered nine correctly. Examinee C indicated that she felt that she was

able to control neither her test performance nor the difficulty of her test. It appears

that she attempted to escape the stress of the test through selection of inordinately

difficult items. That is, after her early incorrect answers, she ensured failure on the

test by subsequently choosing items that she was sure to fail thus rendering

inevitable the outcome of the test.

Although the characterizations of these examinees' reactions to the testing

experience are admittedly speculative, it appears clear that they behaved in distinctly

different ways. It is therefore likely that a variety of examinees could potentially

choose poorly-matched difficulty levels during a S-AT.

Discussion

Since its introduction a decade ago, self-adapted testing has represented an

intriguing alternative to computerized adaptive testing. It has shown promise as a

testing procedure that can decrease the impact of test anxiety on exarninee test

performance. One of its key limitations, however, is that examinees can attain

proficiency estimates with unacceptably high standard errors through selection of

difficulty levels that are poorly matched to proficiency. Until this limitation is

overcome, it is unlikely that self-adapted testing will be adopted by an operational

testing program.

Our results indicate that, although the RS-AT was effective in controlling the

large standard errors that had previously been observed with S-ATs, its effect on

examinees more closely resembled a CAT than a S-AT. Positive effects that have
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been observed with the S-AThigher mean estimated proficiency and lower

posttest state anxietywere not realized with the RS-AT. Rather, mean proficiency

and anxiety for examinees receiving the RS-AT were more similar to that observed

with those receiving the CAT. Although the problem of large standard errors was

successfully addressed by the R-SAT used in this study, the positive effects of self-

adapted testing were absent. We were, therefore, ultimately unsuccessful in

achieving our general goal of developing a self-adapted test that alleviated the

effects of test anxiety while controlling standard errors.

Further study of the basic RS-AT procedure is warranted. Although the

results of this study are not encouraging, modifications to the procedures used in

this study could be explored. Some issues to consider for future studies involving

RS-AT include (a) the clarity of instructions presented at the beginning of the test,

(b) the number of difficulty levels presented to examinees as well as the total

number of difficulty levels, (c) the labeling of strata, and (d) training regarding the

RS-AT procedure. It is possible that, in the current study, examinees may not have

understood, for example, that the third difficulty level choice that appeared on their

computer screen could correspond to different levels of absolute difficulty,

depending upon their current proficiency estimate. If that were the case, and a

given item difficulty level choice did not always correspond to the same absolute

level of difficulty, confused examinees may have doubted the degree to which they

were actually being permitted to control item difficulty. Thus, if examinees were

confused regarding the instructions, then the credibility of the R-SAT procedure

would be undermined, and it would not be surprising that their mean proficiency
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and anxiety resembled those obtained with the CATin which examinee control

over difficulty was also not provided.

This study investigated only one configuration of the RS-AT procedure, in

which examinees were presented item difficulty choices from among five out of

nine difficulty levels. It is not clear if the R-SAT would have yielded different

results if a different number of choices and/or total difficulty levels had been used.

In the present study, the RS-AT difficulty level choice screens always

presented choices among difficulty levels one through five, regardless of the

absolute difficulty levels. To alleviate any confusion between the difficulty levels

presented on the computer screen and the absolute levels of difficulty available,

strata could be labeled to indicate to which strata the examinees have access. That is,

if an examinee has access to the third through seventh strata, the difficulty level

choice screen would indicate that. This strategy would not be possible if review

were allowed because an examinee with knowledge of the CAT algorithm may be

able to tell which items had been answered correctly based on the strata presented.

It is also possible that the results for the RS-AT could change if more

extensive training regarding the testing procedure was provided. Both the S-AT and

RS-AT represent novel testing situations for nearly all examinees and it is not clear

how examinees would perform if they were more accustomed to these testing

formats. Also, it is not clear how examinees would perform on either S-AT or

RS-AT if the tests were administered in a higher-stakes testing environment. In a

high stakes testing situation, presumably there would be additional training
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regarding the testing procedure; if examinees better understood the amount of

control possible with the RS-AT, the results may differ.

It remains unclear whether a self-adapted testing procedure can provide

examinees credible choice over item difficulty, while preventing them from making

poorly matched choices. To the extent that the perceived control hypothesis is

correct (Wise, 1994), then the effects of a self-adapted test on test performance are

dependent on an examinee's perception of control. Hence, the ideal self-adapted test

should provide control, but not too much control. Exploration of testing procedures

that attempt to balance these psychological and psychometric demands should

continue.
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Footnotes

'Historically, self-adapted testing has been referred to as SAT. Henceforth, it

will be referred to as S-AT to alleviate confusion with the Scholastic Achievement

Test.

'For information regarding MicroCAT code for both self-adapted and

restricted self-adapted tests, consult Roos, Wise, .Yoes, & Rocklin, (1996).
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